PARLIAMENT OF FOWLES
1. BIRDS
You see a race in time
A season in time
A cold increase
Of never been there and if and when before
The birds stop call
A winter’s break
A cold increase
And snow on ground release the facts and hounds
A memory lapse
Of day’s disdain
A night collapse
Into the abyss of the total darkness gain
Revolution in the day shine
Constant mention, days of shine on stars
Creeping mention of a distant fire
Grab my tension, transfer lover’s fires
You see a race in time
A season in time
Rid all the rivers and saints
Coming all down the hounds possess
You haven’t seen nothing until you’ve gone over the edge my friend
You haven’t seen anything like this in a thousand years
Our love will be together forever and ever
We’ll be one together as loyal as two people can be my friend
And stitching in nine and stitching in time
We see everything come together as one person
Nothing can come between us
Nothing can part the waves that roll together onto the shore from the open sea
Nothing can take that away from us, my lover
Nothing can be the same you see

2. CICERO
Going divine
There’s a single intensive care
Statings of life
In a forest of angel’s hair
Take me to free
From a stand of integrity
Cause of a sphere
For a rush of a moment dear, in mind
Chance by my love
Is a symbol of a darkened tree
Testify faith
In a date of fine infamy
Carried by fear
In a setting of blessed pain
Carry my love
Find a birth of an engine there

3. MEALS
If a righteous man
In another place
Were to give you love
With a darkened face
You would take that love
Never from a man
Like the love I give
Like the one I am
So to show me love
You must drop the coy
You must be a friend
You must show me joy
If a lover’s creep
Isn’t down the well
Isn’t living deep
In a lover’s hell

4. EAGLES
Feeding time in the hallway
Gracious mine isn’t always
Seeding time
Seeding time
Wake up in a broken bed
Syncopate my fallen head
Rise and face a day of blue
Shine among a memory lieu
Rise up and to go to bed
All along the hall to led
All along the walls I stagger
Fighting like a bestial cancer dead
Feeding time in the hallway
Gracious mine isn’t always
Seeding time
Seeding time

5. PARLIAMENT
There’s a rain, it’s called misery
And it’s not just what it seems
If a solemn oath begins to be cherished
The tears are replaced by the love
The tears not be counted
The love is not called insane
If my love called misery
If my love is insane
Love is left on the doorstep
Love were words in a cage
You can catch all the pain there
You can live in a hole
You can find all the reasons
You can fail to be whole
When my love comes to court you
When my love is the end
If my love called misery
If my love is insane
Love is left on the doorstep
Love were words in a cage

6. SCIPIO
Why don’t you believe in golden race of love
Why don’t you just see if you can be in love
Why don’t you acknowledge that you are in love
Why don’t you concede that you might be in love
Face of love
With a face of love
In the face of love
If you want to be a something heavenly
You must find a way to trip the life with me
Why don’t you believe that you are now in love
Steps are taken to acknowledge that you love
Why can’t you just be there being so in love
Let me take you now that you are so in love
The face of love
The face of love
Give me your love
The face of love

7. TEMPLE
You say that you now want to be alone
You say that it’s the same way every time
I follow dreams with nightmares hollow phone
And grievous looks I get from you just give me no more time
Cannons in waiting
Cannons in life
Cannons in waiting
Cannons in life
You haven’t answered any of my pleas
You haven’t found the mystery of the love
A statement for me would be opportune
A feeling that I get is not exactly what I want to have today
You say that you now want to be alone
You say that it’s the same way every time
I follow dreams with nightmares hollow phone
And grievous looks I get from you just give me no more time
Cannons in waiting
Cannons in life
Cannons in waiting
Cannons in life

8. SPHERES
This a sign
Of greater main
You don’t mind
Auf wiedersehen
More mellow time
To be insane
You’re roll in life
Is lined with pain
Fashion
For sense
Forsooth
With a vengeance
Can’t take
Such tides
Forsooth
In time
Find a lonely time upon a stiff remain
Slumbers in the desert mark my name
Lately from the Czar forget a lonely gate
All alone in everything you want from me
Fashion
For sense
Forsooth
With a vengeance
Can’t take
Such tides
Forsooth
In time

9. SLAVES
(Excerpt from Parliament of Fowles by Geoffrey Chaucer)

10. VENUS
You find that you’re a girl awakened
You seem to be a fine young maiden
You find that you’re a girl awakened
You seem to be a fine young maiden
Please be my taken
You have me shaking
You’re body laden
We have been making

11. LOVERS
If a wise old man said
To keep the peace will leave me
Extend that deadline
As an act it steps on
The lies of his lover
Of a simple test of wills in time
And recipes of nothing rhymes
Lines are brothers
Lines of lovers
Lines are broken
Lines are different times
A world of spice
A world of chaos
A world of beats
A world of echoes
A world of tin
A world of hate
A world of love
If it’s tu amigo
Is about a jaw
In corrupt a misery
Is a bestial law
You assume the worst love
You believe can’t make it anyway, or any way
Lines are brothers
Lines of lovers
Lines are broken
Lines are different times
A world of spice
A world of chaos
A world of beats
A world of echoes
A world of tin
A world of hate
A world of love

12. GOATS
It’s not the same as the bones
A finer reason to live
The goats are grazing in fields
The goats have temples to hone
A feel of love is too deep
The siren’s song of a meal
You found me thinking of you
You found me working of love
Joying
Mountains of love are too steep
The goats will perish by fall
And storms of havoc will reek
As goats collapse in the fold
I sense a bit of relief
In times we reach that true will
As bodies follow her youth
And goats reach pinnacle tall
Joying

